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Introduction
Multirate digital signal processing (DSP) has attracted much attention over the past two decades due to the applications in subband coding of speech, audio and video, multiple carrier data transmission, etc. A key characteristic of multirate algorithms is their high computational efficiency. A multirate system can increase or decrease the sampling rate of individual signals before or while processing them. These signals then with different sampling rate can be simultaneously processed in various parts of the multirate system.
Digital filter banks are the most important applications of multirate DSP. A great amount of different filter bank approaches have been developed over last fifteen years.
Among those filter banks, Cosine Modulated filter banks [1] - [3] are very popular because they are easy to implement and can provide perfect reconstruction (PR). The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) polyphase filter bank [4] is another popular filter bank that provides high computational efficiency, but suffers from the fact that it is not able to cancel alias components caused by subsampling the sub band signals. By introducing a certain modification to the DFT filter bank, we can overcome its disadvantage. The modified DFT (MDFT) filter banks [5] - [7] can also provide PR.
In this report, we will first study the structures of DFT, MDFT and Cosine-Modulated filter banks, and then demonstrate MATLAB simulation for these filter banks. In section 2, we will discuss some essential operations for multirate systems in order to understand filter banks. A brief review on these three filter banks and their MATLAB implementation results will be presented in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively, and finally the conclusions are given in Section 5.
Fundamentals of Multirate DSP

Sampling Rate Conversion
To understand the multirate systems, it is essential to understand how the sampling rate is changed. There are two basic sampling rate change operations: downsampling (decrease the sampling rate) and upsampling (increase the sampling rate).
Downsampling
Downsampling is the process of reducing the sampling rate. Downsampling a signal can be useful if the sampling rate was considerably greater than the bandwidth of the signal. It can reduce the calculation and/or memory required to implement a DSP system.
The operation of downsampling by a factor M is shown in Figure 2- 
The relationship between sampling rates
where M is called the downsampling factor, and is simply the ratio of the input rate to the output rate. 
Upsampling
Upsampling increases the sampling rate of signal by inserting zero-valued samples between original samples. The main reason for upsampling is to increase the sampling rate at the output of one system so that another system operating at a higher sampling rate can process the signal. 
In this case the sampling rates 
Decimation
Decimation is the process of filtering and downsampling a signal to decrease its effective sampling rate. If we downsample a signal by just throwing away the intermediate samples, we will get alisasing. To prevent this alisasing of the result from the downsampling, an anti-aliasing low pass filter ) (z H is employed before the downsampler as shown in figure 2-3.
Decimator consisting of an anti-aliasing filter H(z) and a downsampler
Interpolation
Interpolation is the process of upsampling and filtering a signal to increase its effective sampling rate as shown in figure 2 -4. To prevent extra spectral copies that might result from upsampling, an anti-image low pass filter ) (z G is employed after the upsampler. 
Noble Identities
The noble identities describe the property of reverse ordering the filter and downsampling/upsampling. 
Polyphase Decimation
The standard decimation method in Figure 2 -3, is computationally inefficient because it throws away the majority of the computed filter outputs. By using the Noble identity we can rearrange the structure in Figure 2 -3 so that filter outputs are not discarded. In order to apply the Noble identity for decimation, first we must decompose the filter H(z)
into its polyphase components.
Now we can transform Figure 2 -3 into the polyphase components structure as shown in 
However these two representations lead to same result. 
Polyphase Interpolation
The standard interpolation procedure illustrated in Figure 2 -4 is also computationally inefficient since the lowpass filter operates on a sequence that is mostly composed of 
}. Again these two structures will produce same result. 
Filter Bank
For many applications in signal processing, it is useful to separate a signal into different frequency ranges called sub-bands. The spectrum can be partitioned in the uniform manner as illustrated in Figure 3 The sub-bands can also have non-uniformly spacing. For our discussion, we will only focus on uniformly spaced sub-bands. The goal of separation into sub-band components is to make further processing more convenient. Some of the popular applications for subband decomposition are audio and video source coding with the purpose of efficient storage and/or transmission.
In typical applications, non-trivial signal processing takes place between a bank of
, a bank of synthesis filters as shown in Figure 3 -2. For our discussion, we will focus on filter bank design rather than the sub-band processing that occurs between the filter banks. for some integer delay d) when the sub-band processing is lossless. This goal is motivated by the idea that the sub-band filtering should not limit the reconstruction performance when sub-band processing (e.g., the coding/decoding) is lossless or nearly lossless. For the following sections, we will discuss three types of polyphase filter bank design: DFT, Modified DFT (MDFT) and Cosine Modulated filter banks respectively.
DFT Filter bank
Among these three polyphase filter banks, the DFT filter bank is the easiest one to implement and it has the simplest structure, which is shown in Figure 3 -3. The materials in section 2 are essential for us to understand the structure of the polyphase filter bank.
For the standard filter bank shown in Figure 3 -2, it performs filtering before downsampling. On the other hand, the DFT polyphase structure performs downsampling first and then filtering, which results in a huge computational saving. We know that filtering is very expensive in computation. With the structure of downsampling before filtering, we can save a huge amount of filtering operations. The properties that allow polyphase structures to perform the sampling and then filtering are known as the Noble identities, which we had discussed in section 2.
Structure of DFT filter bank
In Figure 3 -3, the DFT filter bank consists of analysis and synthesis filter banks, and the sub-filters within these banks are generated from same prototype filter. For the analysis bank, we need to perform polyphase decimation. In contrast, we implement polyphase interpolation in the synthesis bank. Filters in the analysis bank
called the polyphase components of the prototype filter. The impulse responses of these filters are related as
If the sub-band processing between IDFT and DFT operations is lossless, then the output signal y[n] should be identical to x[n] with some delay. But that is not the case, when we decompose the prototype filter into its polyphase components; it creates aliasing among these sub-filters, which prevents us from reconstructing the signal perfectly. DFT filter bank structure is very simple and it doesn't contain any aliasing cancellation structure; it suffers from the aliasing effect within the banks, but is useful for channelization.
Modified DFT Filter Bank
The disadvantage of DFT polyphase filter banks can be overcome by introducing a certain modification to the DFT filter bank. It is called the Modified DFT (MDFT) filter bank [5] , where a structure inherent alias cancellation can be obtained, yielding nearly PR. MDFT filter banks are modified complex modulated, critically sub-sampled filter banks based on DFT filter banks. 
filter bank, it performs the opposite. Even sub-channels take imaginary parts, and odd sub-channels take the real parts. The implementation cost of this MDFT structure is twice the implementation cost of the DFT filter bank but can be further reduced [6] . 
This is equivalent to the PR condition for Cosine Modulated filter banks which will be introduced in the following section.
Cosine Modulated Filter bank
The theory and design of M-channel Cosine Modulated filter banks have been studied extensively in the past [1] - [3] . The Cosine Modulated filter banks emerged as an attractive choice for filter banks due to its simple implementation and the ability to provide PR. In this system, the impulse responses of analysis filters ) (n h k and synthesis filters ) (n f k are the Cosine Modulated versions of a single prototype filter ) (n h [2] .
Therefore the design of the whole filter bank reduces to that design for the prototype filter. The filter bank has perfect reconstruction if the polyphase components of the prototype satisfy a pair-wise power complementary condition,
The detail design of the prototype filter can be found in [1] , where the optimization of the prototype filter coefficients is given.
Several efficient methods have been proposed to facilitate the design of prototype filter. In [8] , Creusere and Mitra proposed a very efficient prototype design method without using nonlinear optimizations. Instead of a full search, it is limited to the class of filters obtained using the Parks-McClellan algorithm. As a result, the optimization can be reduced to that of a single parameter. In the Kaiser Window method of prototype filter design for Cosine Modulated filter banks [9] , the design process is reduced to the optimization of the cutoff frequency in the Kaiser Window. Another design method in [10] is based on windowing, which varies the value of 6-dB cutoff frequency of the prototype filter so that final prototype filter has its 3-dB cutoff frequency located 
based on the previous section, and we use various types of test signals (an audio signal, a chirp signal, and a step frequency signal) in our simulation. For demonstration purposes we are going to show only the result of the chirp input signal in our report. Since it is hard to compare and distinguish the difference between communication signals, we are going to perform both visual and subjective aural comparison. We not only plotted and compared the input and output signals, but also played them as sound waves to hear and find out how good the signal reconstruction is for each filter bank. We also try to introduce some sub-band channel distortion (e.g. zero out one sub-channel) to see its effect on filter bank reconstructions.
DFT Filter Bank
As we have mentioned before, the DFT polyphase filter bank is the easiest one to implement among these three filter banks, but it has the disadvantage of lack in ability of aliasing cancellation. The prototype filter we used is a very simple FIR (finite impulse response) filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/M (M is the number of sub-channels). To find out the effect of the channel distortion on the DFT filter bank, we zero out one of the sub-channels, and the implementation result is shown in Figure 4 -2. In the time domain plot (a), we see great amount of error at some time due to the fact of losing one sub channel data. In the spectrogram plot (b) and (c), we can look at it from a frequency point of view. In plot (b), we see the discontinuity of the output signal occurring at the particular frequency. On the other hand, we see significant amount spectrogram of error signal occurring at the same exact frequency range in plot (c). We can conclude from the figure that zeroing out one sub-channel in DFT filter bank has only impact on the particular sub-channel that has been zeroed out, but no significant impact on the other sub-channels within the filter bank. The reason we see two symmetric chirp signals on the upper and lower part of the spectrogram plot (b) and (c) is because it shows both the imaginary and real parts of the signal due to the fact that when we zero out one sub channel, the output signal becomes complex due to the IDFT and DFT operations. 
MDFT Filter Bank
By introducing certain modifications to the DFT filter bank, we can improve the performance of filter bank significantly. MDFT filter bank has much better ability to handle the aliasing effects. The prototype filter design for MDFT filter bank can be done by either FIR method or the Kaiser Window method, which is the prototype filter design method for Cosine Modulated filter bank. Both methods will lead to very similar results.
For the purpose of comparison, we use the FIR prototype filter design method for our MDFT filter bank implementation.
We have introduced two different MDFT filter bank structures in sections 3: one is the MDFT realized by 2 DFT filter banks; the other is the simplified and computational efficiency MDFT filter bank. The author of the MDFT filter bank only briefly mentions the MDFT realized by 2 DFT filter banks in his paper [5] , and didn't go into detail discussion about its structure. We have spent some time to try to study and implement both structures of MDFT filter bank, and we found some interesting results. Comparing with the implementation result of MDFT realized by 2 DFT filter banks in Figure 4 -2, we also notice the improvement on the reconstruction in this MDFT filter bank structure. The spectrogram of the output signal in plot (b) doesn't show any significant aliasing components, and we only see some minor amount of error in plot (c).
When we try to hear and distinguish the input and output signals, it's difficult to recognize the difference. So the performance of the MDFT filter bank in this case can be considered able to achieve nearly perfect reconstruction. The effect of the channel distortion in the structure of MDFT realized by 2 DFT filter banks only occurs on the particular channel that has been zeroed out; it doesn't have any significant impact on the other sub-channels within the filter bank. hard to say one is better than the other, but they can be alternative choices when we try to decide which structure to use for a particular situation or specific application.
Cosine Modulated Filter Bank
As we had discussed in section 3, there are several different prototype filter design methods for Cosine Modulated filter bank. For our implementation, we take advantage of the Kaiser Window design method [9] , which only needs to optimize one parameter (the cutoff frequency) during the design process in order to generate the prototype filter. We found out that the prototype filter produced by the Kaiser Window method works very well in our simulation.
The implementation results is shown in Figure 4 notice that zeroing out one channel in MDFT filter bank leads to significant effect on all the sub-channels within the bank, in contrast to the Cosine Modulated filter bank which has only a significant effect on the particular sub-channel that has been zeroed out and some minor effect on the neighboring sub-channels. 
Conclusions
In this report, we have reviewed three different types of polyphase filter banks: the DFT filter bank, MDFT filter bank and Cosine Modulated filter bank. For each of these filter banks, they consist of analysis and synthesis filters, which are derived from the same prototype filter (PF). Summary of comparisons between these filter banks are listed in the two tables below. Table 1 Table 2 Filter bank's performance comparison A detailed comparison for these two filter banks can also be found in [5] , which claims that the MDFT filter bank and Cosine Modulated filter bank have some similarities and some difference. The computational complexities of both kinds of filter banks are comparable, and the MDFT filter bank has certain advantages over Cosine Modulated filter bank in some applications. 
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